[Operative treatment of instable osteoporotic spine fractures. A good guide in coding of diagnosis].
The combination of kyphoplasty and fixateur interne is an essential therapy with osteoporotic unstable fractures. Material costs of 5500 Euro are not sufficiently covered by returns through DRG I09. Thus operations are often performed in 2 stages, an initial one and a second 30 days later. This means more strain for the patient and partly also loss of correction. Therefore in 2008 we requested the InEK that codes for one-and two-segmental implantation of material in a vertebrae with preceding restoration of vertebral height (5-839.a0 and 5-839.a1) combined with a percutaneous dorsal operation with a screw-rod system in the future would be represented by I19B in G-DRG system with returns of 11,110,40 Euro. Prerequirement is coding of kyphoplastiy as main procedure and percutaneous implantation of a fixateur with procedure 5-835.5. Some procedures in orthopedic surgery implying technical improvements and rising implant costs are not sufficiently rewarded. Thus is make sense to inform InEK by corresponding proposals.